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Recognize tiny objects whose sizes are in
the range of 15h15 to 40h40 pixels.
• A novel image feature descriptor, unit
statistical curvature feature (USCF), is
proposed based on the statistics of unit
curvature distribution to represent the
local general invariant features of the
image texture.
• USCF algorithm had high recognition
rate for object images in any size
including tiny object images.
• USCF is invariant to rotation and linear
illumination variation, and is partially
invariant to viewpoint variation.
The recognition rate of USCF algorithm
was the highest for tiny object recognition
compared to SIFT [1], SURF [2], ORB [3],
gray histogram, entropy, unit entropy, GIST
[4], HoG [5] and Hu’s moment invariants
algorithms on ALOI-COL Database, COIL100 Database, ETH-80 Database and ETHZ
another 53 Objects Database, respectively
under complex test conditions with
simultaneous
rotation,
illumination,
viewpoint variation and background
interference.
Recognize tiny objects in a distance in real
time.

Proposed Algorithm USCF
1. Employ least square method to fit curved surfaces
of object images.
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2. Calculate the Gaussian curvature and mean
curvature of each pixel in object images according
to the fitted curved surfaces.
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Recognition Rate in Complicated Conditions

3. Build the curvature feature space in OHK, and nonuniformly partition it into whv units according to
the curvature distribution density.
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4. Count the number of pixels in each unit to
generate the USCF matrix of an image.
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Images from COIL-100
Database. From left to
right, the view of
camera are 0, 5, 10, 15
and
20
degrees,
respectively.
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5. Match the similarity of the USCF matrices of the
candidate image and the template image with
Euclidean distance.

Feature of Curvature

Robustness against
Viewpoint Variation

• Test images from ETH-80 Database and ETHZ another 53
Objects Database.
• USCF algorithm was compared with the other nine
algorithms under a real complex environment with
simultaneous variation of multiple variables including
rotation, illumination and viewpoint.

Comparison of the Test algorithms on
Images from Videos

Parameter Selection in Experiments
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Different from gradient, curvature has following
features:
• Independent of the object orientation.
• keeps more object details because second derivative
enhances the difference in details.

Similar to gradient, curvature also has following
features:
• Represent some key invariant features of image texture.
• Invariant to linear illumination variation.

• The experimental images were shrunk from the images in
the databases to the sizes of 15h15, 20h20, 25h25,
30h30, 35h35 and 40h40 pixels, by using bicubic
interpolation, respectively.
• The distribution area of K and H are partitioned into 17
parts and 11 parts as following, respectively.
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• For unit entropy and HoG algorithms, 5h5 pixels is used as
the size of each unit.

Robustness against Rotation

Conclusions

• COIL-100 Database was used to evaluate the anti-rotation
performance.
• The candidate object images were rotated clockwise by 15,
60, 90 and 175 degrees, respectively.

A novel object recognition algorithm, USCF algorithm, based
on unit statistical curvature feature was proposed. The
experimental results showed that USCF algorithm is robust to
rotation and illumination variation, and can tolerate slight
viewpoint variation. Under complex test conditions with
simultaneous rotation, illumination, viewpoint variation and
background interference, the recognition rate of USCF was
the highest among all ten tested algorithms. USCF cost less
than 40 ms on a desktop PC with Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-3470
CPU when the image sizes were smaller than 40h40 pixels,
which indicates that USCF can be applied in a real time
application for tiny object recognition.

Unit Statistical Curvature Feature (USCF)

we combined Gaussian curvature K and mean
curvature H of each point in the fitted curved surface
of an object to build the invariant feature of the
object in OHK.
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USCF is statistics of curvature distribution of an image
object in a unit in OHK.

• Partition the curvature feature space of an object because
the whole map in OHK of an object is sensitive to gray value
fluctuation of each pixel.
• None-uniformly partition the curvature feature space
according to the density of the curvature distribution in
OHK not only to keep more detailed textures but also to
obtain better immunity for image change.

Robustness against Illumination Variation
Images from ALOI-COL
Database. From left to
right, the illumination
conditions are i110,
i140, i170, i210 and
i250, respectively.
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